Thinking about buying or selling a

boat with Cryptocurrency?

Here's how we do it.
The basic process:

Once you make an offer and we write a purchase and sale

agreement, you will be sent an invoice from us via from

BitPay You will set up a BitPay ID and use a compatible

to transfer the coin. The value in USD is locked at the

time you make the payment and is transferred to SCY

What coins can I use?
from BitPay, where it is held safely in escrow while you

Bitcoin
complete your survey and trial run, and acceptance. As

Ethereum
part of the closing process, you will repeat the above to

Bitcoin Cash
pay for your boat! Everything else works like it normally

Litecoin
would.

Wrapped BTC

Dogecoin

I'm selling my boat and want my proceeds in USD, so why

Shiba Inu

would I accept an offer in crypto?

More on the way!

Because you will receive USD for the sale of your boat,

Who pays the fees?

BitPay

charges

just

1%

for

these

transactions,

which

is

considerably less than you would pay if you converted using

other wallets or multiple wallets. The person who is sending or

receiving (the person who decides they want to use crypto)

like

through

you

normally

BitPay,

a

would.

third-party

The

exchanges

merchant,

and

happen

Sunshine

Cruising Yachts continues to use USD for escrow and

payouts. Or if you want to receive crypto for the sale of

the boat, we can do that too! Even if the buyer pays cash!

pays this fee.
Still nervous? Here are some of the companies accepting cryptocurrency through BitPay: Microsoft, DishTV,

American Red Cross, Newegg, Twitch, Pacsun, American Cancer Society, and many more! Bitpay powers

main street, e-commerce, and Fortune 500 brands from around the world. Visit bitpay.com/directory for a

curated list of top brand names they partner with.

Welcome to the present. Let's get you on the water!

